Your Mob Learning:

Making a Difference at
the Grassroots Level
YOUR MOB LEARNING has the mission to change the future of Australia,
by eliminating the gap that exists between Indigenous Australians and the
wider Australian community.
YOUR MOB has been around for the most part
of 10 years, with the goal to innovate in the
Indigenous space while making a real tangible
difference. Starting from humble beginnings in
a local residential house in Brisbane, the YOUR
MOB vision started to unfold.

“The YOUR MOB LEARNING
courses have always been
the first step in getting
an organisation’s cultural
competency journey going. In our
experience, understanding what
you don’t know...goes a long
way when trying to successfully
engage Indigenous Australians. ”
At first it started with Indigenous consulting,
training Indigenous individuals, then training
and instructing organisations. While this growth
was happening on the outside, internally the
organisation grew its technological capabilities
so it could have greater reach to good-willed
searching clients and learners.

From there, YOUR MOB has expanded to
YOUR MOB JOBS services, YOUR MOB
CULTURAL SERVICES, Indigenous Leadership
Programs and YOUR MOB RESIDENTIAL
CARE SERVICES. As time has gone on, the
focus has been more about changing the
status quo for the lives of marginalised
Indigenous individuals.
The YOUR MOB LEARNING courses have
always been the first step in getting an
organisation’s cultural competency journey
going. In our experience, understanding what
you don’t know, and how serious the issues are
in Indigenous Australia, goes a long way when
trying to successfully engage Indigenous
Australians.
Working in the legal space, cultural training
to develop cultural awareness has huge
benefits for legal practitioners, especially
when it involves marginalised Indigenous
individuals, because the Indigenous space is
so complex. Having a good understanding of
this complexity, we educate and facilitate with
the intent to create trust and cultural safety
with the organisations we work with.

Jermaine Alberts is a proud Aboriginal man from
Central Queensland who grew up in both Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander homes and cultures. Growing
up with an Indigenous background fuelled his passion
to make a difference at the grassroots level. He is the
founder of the YOUR MOB Family and has started other
successful Indigenous and non-Indigenous ventures.
He has been lucky to work across many sectors within
the Indigenous space. They have included: government,
corporate, human services, training and education. His
roles have included Youth Worker, Indigenous Support
Officer, Facilitator, Indigenous Consultant, Human
Resource Advisor, Indigenous Leadership Coach and
Business Executive.
According to him, his greatest joy comes from life at
home. Married to his sweetheart wife, the mother of his
five children. He loves watching the footy, serving in the
community and going to church with his family on the
weekends.
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